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BOOKS & ZINES
Lit tle Book of Bodies

Sluts 4 Sluts

A collection of body-political and sex-positive femme
poems and line drawings, combining confessions,
declarations and desires.

Sluts4Sluts is a London-based Queer Porn platform
founded in Summer 2016.

Poem & Illustration Zine, 2016

“I am a goddess
I am Venus mark two
I am allowed to be here
and eat
and fuck
and talk
and love
and laugh
and be...”

Illustration Zine, 2018

They produce queer pornography and provide a platform
for other independent queer producers.
Sluts4Sluts’ work aims to centre Sex Workers, Survivors,
People of Colour, as well as Trans & Non-Binary people.
Featuring DiscoTitts, Rooster, Dion De Rossi, Princess
Daddy, Bella Viscera, Dante Dionys, Leo Leander & Tori
Blaze.
This illustration collection features portraits of the performers and founders, as well as their manifesto!

17 poem & 12 illustration zine
38pg A5 staple-stitch finish
all publications are signed by the artist

8 performer portraits & manifesto zine
22pg A5 staple-stitch finish
all publications are signed by the artist

Ms Whore of Babylon

Crash Pad Queers

“The mother of harlots and abominations
Teach me your chant
I will scream it from me
I will line up the strongest of men
And I will empty them”

A collection of illustration portraits that celebrate the
desires, turn ons, passions and personas of the queer
porn performers from Crash Pad Series, USA.

Poem & Illustration Zine, 2017

A collection of poetry and drawings exploring euphoria,
sex, shame, and depression through a personal-political
lens.
A celebration of the women “full of abominations and
filthiness of her fornication”: The Whore of Babylon.
(Book of Revelation 17:4)
11 poem & 12 illustration zine
30pg A5 staple-stitch finish
all publications are signed by the artist

Illustration Zine, 2017

Featuring April Flores, Mendhi Henna, Hilt, Jiz Lee,
Cinnamon Maxxine, Jade Phillips, Chelsea Poe, Jetta
Rae, Lyric Seal, Altair Shadow, Sophia St. James, Kitty
Stryker, Courtney Trouble, Vesper & Wings.
“Dedicated to all the beautiful, kinky, sensual, cute, twisted, dirty, sweet, sexy and fabulous Queers of the World!
Many thanks to Crash Pad Series, and all their wonderful
performers, for inspiring this collection.”
15 performer portraits zine
36pg A5 staple-stitch finish
all publications are signed by the artist

BOOKS & ZINES
Vulva Safari
Poem Book, 2016

“An endless tightening of the emotional coil.
How constricting does the coil have to be?
The emotional IUD.”
This epic poem ‘Vulva Safari’ explores the female emotional landscape, from vulnerability to anger, from arousal to loneliness. A collection of statements, intentions
and stories shouted from the femme protagonist! “I want
to be full, to be filled, to be fulfilled.”
1 art poem book

Everyday Li fe
Poetry Zine, 2017

Utilising a ‘chick lit’ vocabulary of mainstream female
social publications to explore the interconnection of the
sexual & intellectual and the emotional & physical, this
collection aims to reach out to femme persons and state:
take the society in which you live, fragment it and make
it tell your own story.
Deconstructing the gendered glossary, rearranging
everyday life into poetic statements of ‘mind & body’ and
‘sex & sensuality’; this collection of poetry is formed from
pages of women’s magazines Heat, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Now, That’s Life and Take A Break.

all publications are signed by the artist

30 collage poem zine
68pg 15x15cm perfect bound finish
all publications are signed by the artist

Venus Is Alive & Well

At The Mercy of the Self

This book contains of four collections of poetry, beginning with ‘I Feel Femme’, a performativity poetry cycle
that became a short film exploring gender identity, sexuality & vulnerability. Followed by ‘Through the Words
of Men’, a collage poem collection exploring gendered
language, desire & existence and ‘My Building Will Not
Fall’, a collection of body, love & crisis poems.

A collection of collage poems and pen drawings exploring identity, crisis & sensuality from the femme perspective. Liberty Antonia crafts her text works using a method
of cutting out lines from her automatic writing by hand
and reassembling them; an editing process embracing
self-criticality and instinct.

60pg 13×20cm hardcover finish

Poetry Book, 2016

The closing “femmecentric selfcare” collection ‘Let Your
Rolls Unfold’ expresses concepts of body positivity,
physical enjoyment of the self, as well as vulnerability,
relapse and body dis-morphia, placing these poles together as one overlapping journey to self acceptance.
30 poem book
66pg 15×23cm dust jacket hardcover finish
all publications are signed by the artist

Poetry & Illustration Zine, 2018

The collection of drawings explore ideas of body dysmorphia, sexual desire, fear & joy’ whilst simultaneously
investigating how the artist’s figurative style reacts to differing styles of pen, such as a fine line or an ink brush.
Each zine is handmade and unique, printed on a kaleidoscope of coloured paper, no two copies have the same
exact combination.
handmade poem & illustration zine
44pg A5 staple-stitch finish
all publications are signed by the artist

PRINTS

Death Boots, 2017

Play, 2018

My Womb Says Hi, 2014

Overweight & Overjoyed, 2015

Thank Fuck for Femmes, 2018

Rainbow Fats in Space, 2018

All Prints available in A4 & A3, Inkjet Print on Archival Matt Paper, Open Editions, Signed by the Artist.

STICKERS

Vinyl Self Adhesive Sheet
100 x 150mm

Liberty Antonia is happy to include more of her
works as prints and products, for more artworks &
illustrations, please visit libertyantoniasadler.com

Liberty Antonia works with mediums of drawing, text and moving image to explore issues of 21st century body politics, with a focus on the experience of living
in a large ‘femme’ body in a ‘photo-shopped’ world; the new visual rhetoric of
perfection through digital manipulation. Working within a socio-political context,
her work uses character and playfulness to discuss themes of food, queerness,
‘femininity’, vulnerability and sexuality.
Liberty Antonia’s work aims to open discussion about femmeness, imperfection
and inequality; with characters’ bordering between a ‘parody of’ and ‘pride in’ being a woman, exploring female stereotypes and Gender Performativity, embracing her own gender exploration. The use of humour as a technique of critique is
the basis of Liberty Antonia’s practice, aiming to use it as a device to answer the
unspoken dogma of one’s body being one’s collateral and to challenge the male
gaze. In homage to the traditions of political satire, often included within her pen
& digital colour drawings and performance video pieces, are slogans & text, to
combine word & image in the creation of ‘Fine Art comedy’.

Portraits by Umberto C. & Noe Warren

Within her moving image practice, Liberty Antonia creates a world of character
through an immersive combination of herself as performer of her own words
and purgatorial studio & sound environments. Her practice includes both directing and first person performance, with works exploring, at times, controversial
issues such as eating disorders, fatphobia, fetish & body dysmorphia. Her multidisciplinary practice also takes form in published works, focusing on the intimacy
of the ‘artist talking to audience’ through the one-on-one printed experience.
During the development of her film works, Liberty Antonia creates sketchbooks
that act as project bibles, full of research, drawings, experiments and questions as part of ongoing practice analysis and discovery. Each film begins as
a poem, created through practices of automatic writing, cultural references &
parody which then goes through ‘cut & paste’ editing curation. These poems are
transformed into a script by examining the different voices within the text; such
as societal frameworks and the use of archetypes, combined with first person
subjective undertones to create characters that act as contemporary fables and
become the commedia dell’arte of the Art Film present.
Liberty Antonia Sadler is an artist & filmmaker based in London, she studied
B.A.(Hons) Performance Design & Practice, Central Saint Martins & M.A. Fine
Art, Chelsea College of Art. Liberty Antonia continues her academic research
and works as a visiting practitioner and tutor on Performance Design & Practice
Pathway at Central Saint Martins. Her work has been featured at Whitechapel Gallery, London, ICA, London, BFI Southbank, London, HOME, Manchester,
CCA, Glasgow, OXO Gallery, London and in Nylon, Polyester, Metro, Grazia &
Sukeban Magazines.
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